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  VENTURE was established by a dedicated scientist who envisioned speakers that could bring the essence of musical performances and events into a listener's home environment.

That individual is Njoo Hoo Kong, known most by everyone as "Didi". To that end, VENTURE was born in 1986 and Didi started his quest of designing and fabricating the most advance speakers possible to realize the ultimate in realism.

Didi holds a Masters Degree in Physics from the University of Frankfurt. He put his education to work at a research laboratory doing investigations into cryogenics and super conductor materials. Thus, Didi brings an exceptional technical background to VENTURE that has led to many design innovations responsible for the superb sound of his speakers.

After more than 35 years Venture will still be engaged in designing high quality speakers and searching for new technologies to offer music lovers and audiophiles the best Live Performance Satisfaction and utmost quality, allowing them to experience their music without compromise and changing their listening pleasure forever.
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  Feature in High-End Car Audio Book - Japan
Venture Car Audio is featured in the latest edition of the High-End Car Audio Book from CarAudio Magazine Japan.
Read all about it.
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  UPCOMING SHOWS
High End Munich 2024
Venture will be back again at the High End Munich Show 2024 at the MOC in Munich, Germany. Like every year we will showcase our latest loudspeaker designs. Keep posted on our updates through our website, Instagram or Facebook. 
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